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Change Agent and 
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Light Codes are highly charged energy frequencies within the human body, grounded in sacred 

geometry. These codes carry the potential to fully open the inner GPS system within and afford clear 

communication between humans and the inner world. 

Join me on a magical journey to hear a summary of my own NDE experience and to learn about opening 

up Light Codes. What they are; where they are located; and most importantly, their function in Twenty-

first Century living. Or, in the words of one of my own Spiritual Teachers: 

Twenty-first century living is about guided information systems and Light …Valerie Hunt 

Norma Edwards, D. Div. is a near-death experiencer, a recognized change agent, Spiritual Therapist, and 

Certified Life Coach. She is recognized as an expert at merging spiritual orientation into clinical practice. 

A wisdom keeper on the planet, she is noted for her work in the fields of re-alignment, 

training/rehabilitation as well as spiritual transformation. An overachiever, she is perpetually open to 

inspiration and Divine guidance. 

Dr. Edwards is also the CEO and Founder of Reprogram Your Life LLC (RYL), a minority-owned business 

with the mission to raise humanity’s consciousness levels and seed twenty-first Century energy here in 

America. RYL designs innovative, customized, strength-based programs, and training modules that foster 

sustainable change. 

She is an author, accomplished Motivational Speaker and Talk Show Host – Spirituality 101 on Voice 

America. Born in Guyana, South America she has traveled the world and studied under the tutelage of 

eight Spiritual Masters, spanning seven countries. 

She received the prestigious Linowes award from the Community Foundation in Washington, DC for her 

work in prison re-entry and community development. Dr. Edwards is married with five children and is a 

proud grandmother of eight. She lives with her husband in Maryland and is available for speaking 

engagements, workshops, spiritual retreats, and one-on-one life coaching. 
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